Spectrum Art Glass, Restoration Glass: All the Beauty of Authentic Antique Window Glass Today

Now you can have the old world look and feel you desire, including the characteristic imperfections found in authentic antique window glass, in a special glass product that offers you:

- Antique glass look and feel made using glass techniques as they have been preserved and handed down through generations of craftsmen
- Custom sizes cut to your specification
- Greater ease of handling than salvaged authentic antique glass
- Consistency of colour, brilliance and body
- Easier colour matching (authentic antique window glasses can differ slightly in hue, making them very difficult to match)

Available as safety glass, toughened & laminated form to meet stringent modern building safety codes and provide sound control benefits.

Specifications

Description
Slight distortions, and imperfections make it ideal for use in buildings, homes and antique or reproduction furniture leadlight & stained glass & if silvered a very different mirror effect.

Available in Two Varieties

"High Fire" is more distorting and accurately replicates much of the glass made in the 17th and 18th centuries. "Low Fire" is less distorting and closely resembles glass found in structures built in the 19th and early 20th centuries.

Laminated - We offer both Low and High Restoration Glass as a safety laminated to 3mm float (window) glass in compliance with today's exacting building safety codes. Laminated Restoration Glass is ideal for use in doors, sidelites, windows or wherever safety and security are required. Most applications install the float glass side to the inside of the building. Available in cut-to-size pieces only.

Size and Thickness

**High** 3mm thickness / Sheet Size: Approx 1220mm x 610mm
- Also 1200mm x 920mm

**Low** 3mm thickness / Sheet Size: Approx 1220mm x 610mm.
- Also 1200mm x 920mm

4mm & 5mm **High or Low** can be toughened

Laminated **High or Low** = 6.75mm in thickness.

Laminating with clear or colour resins.

Take a look at our website to see some of our other designs and applications

www.spectrumartglass.com.au